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Hillshire Brands will expand its
bakery operations in Tarboro, NC
with a $28 million investment.
Granny’s Poultry (Blumenport,
MB) is investing $37 million to
install new processing equipment to
increase capacity and efficiencies.
Nueske’s Applewood Smoked
Meats (Wittenberg, WI) is beginning a $34 million expansion project,
adding 153,000 sq. ft. to its existing
plant.
Kona Brewing is building a $20
million, 100,000-barrel-per-year
brewery in Kailua-Kona, HI. The
brewery will be fully operational by
early 2018.
Ajinomoto Windsor will spend
$20 million to add a production line
for rice at its frozen foods plant in
Oakland, MS.
Surlean Foods will expand its Dallas, TX production facility at a cost
of $8 million. The processor makes
prepared food for restaurant chains.
King’s Command Foods LLC is
expanding its Versailles, OH production facility with a 7,600-sq.-ft. addition. The company makes precooked
and ready-to-cook frozen food.
Limehouse Produce Company
will spend more than $8 million to
renovate an existing 128,000-sq.ft. structure and construct a new
43,000-sq.-ft. warehouse operations
facility in Charleston, SC.

Study reveals attributes
of top organizations

A
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manufacturers perform compared to average performers and the laggards.
Downtime is crucial, and BIC companies
“Companies that run the most pro- have identified 99.9 percent of downtime
ductive manufacturing operations have causes, while average manufacturers know
learned how to use technology to accu- 98.2 percent of downtime causes, and
rately identify and minimize downtime, laggards account for 26.3 percent of the
both big and small,” says Paul Ellis, vice causes for their downtime.
president, sales, Epicor Solutions Group.
“ W hat we found is knowledge is
In this study, BIC manufacturers rank in power,” adds Oskin. “Companies that
the top 25 percent of performance levels measure downtime to deep detail achieve
or OEE. Average companies rank in the high OEE levels; they know where their
middle 50 percent, and laggards rank in problems are. Lower performers do not
the bottom 25 percent. The study found identify losses well, hence, exhibit lower
BIC and average organizations exhibit OEE values.” When unrecorded downOEEs twice those of the laggards.
time is correlated with OEE, BIC manu“When manufacturing leaders estimate facturers know where 99.5 percent of
their OEE numbers, reality often surpris- the day went, says Oskin. Average comes them,” says John Oskin, Sage Clarity panies can’t account for 6.3 percent of a
CEO. “Every minute of an operation was day’s downtime, whereas laggards have
measured, including downtime, perfor- no idea what caused 15.7 percent of their
mance throughput and numerous other downtime. The knowledge factor sets
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BIC manufacturers apart from laggards
by a ratio of 30:1.
For this study, researchers categorized
downtime—which could be caused
by a number of factors—in standard
capacity loss “buckets,” known as the
Big Four Losses:

• Short stops/minor stops—downtime
event that is unplanned and shorter than 10
minutes in duration
• Changeover—capacity lost during
changes in material, equipment or product
• Equipment failure—equipment unexpectedly becomes dysfunctional or inoperable
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Premium Can Conveyor Cable
Are you having premature can cable failures resulting from
strand breakage, cover failure or stretch?
We have just the solution for you! Our heavy-duty braided
stainless steel can cable is designed to perform extremely
well in wet and washdown areas. The cable’s premium
high-performance USA jacketed polymer cover protects even
under the harshest conditions.
Or, could you use can cable that is a dependable performer
in a dryer environment? For that application, we offer
galvanized, high carbon steel cable with the same premium
high-performance polymer cover.

Email Brittney DuFrane today for a complete catalog
bdufrane@marchantschmidt.com

Marchant Schmidt is a manufacturer, re-builder, and distributor for
products serving the food, dairy and beverage industries worldwide.
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• Autonomous maintenance and preventive maintenance (AM/PM).
When these downtime causes are
compared among the three groups (BIC,
average and laggards), a seemingly unexpected result occurs, notes Oskin. “Short
stops for the laggards are 33.97 percent of
the [down]time; short stops for the BIC
group are actually 59.91 percent, which
is counterintuitive.” Oskin says the anecdotal reason appears that once the laggards
overcome the issues of low-hanging fruit—
equipment failure and maintenance—the
short stops never go away and appear to
increase as other less obvious downtime
causes are diminished. Conversely, BIC
facilities tend to make eliminating major
downtime causes their first focus.
Even while BIC facilities show a large
percentage of short stops compared to
the laggards, the study found BIC facilities spend on average of 3.62 hours loss
per 24-hour day due to short stops, while
the laggards spend 6.08 hours a day. But,
the story doesn’t end there. For laggards,
when equipment failure and AM/PM are
added to the equation along with changeover, laggards lose as much as 17.9 hours a
day on all four buckets of downtime; BIC
manufacturers lose on average 5.7 hours a
day. Meanwhile, average facilities lose 13.4
hours on downtime a day. When breaking
out short stops or minor stops from the
big four losses, BIC facilities on average
have half the amount of scheduled time
lost compared to the laggards.
The study recommends manufacturers
with OEEs greater than 70 percent focus
on reducing causes that are creating most
of the short stops, which should improve
availability. For those with OEE scores
between 30 and 50 percent, focusing on
tagging downtime to provide better clarity
of its causes is recommended, in addition
to reducing the amount of equipment
failure. For manufacturers with OEEs
between 50 and 70 percent, gains can be
made by reducing short stops to improve
availability and eliminate equipment failure.
For more information contact, john.oskin
@sageclarity.com, www.sageclarity.com.

